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CHARACTERISTICS  OF PUNARVASU/PUNARPOOSAM 

NAKSHATRAM

The SEVENTH of 27 is the nakshatra of  

Punarvasu, also called Punarpoosam in Tamil. It 

belongs to the Gemini zodiac sign. It spreads 

from 20 degrees 00 minutes of Mithun (Gemini) to 

03 degrees 20 minutes of Karka (Cancer). It 

refers to the two brightest stars in the 

constellation of Gemini: Castor and Pollux.

Sanskrit Name: पुनर्वसु (Punarvasu) comes from 

the Sanskrit words पुनः  (once again) and र्सु 

(wealth or excellence). One meaning of 

Punarvasu is “restored wealth,” indicating good 

fortune, morality, and a high-minded nature.

DEITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAKSHATRAM : 

Sri Rama Chandra murthy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gemini_(constellation)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castor_(star)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollux_(star)


SRI RAMA – PUNARVASU/PUNARPOOSAM STAR  

This is the birth nakshatra of Lord 

Rama as captured in Valmiki 

Ramayana. 

“On completion of the ritual six 

seasons have passed by and then 

in the twelfth month, on the ninth 

day of Chaitra month [April–May,] 

when the presiding deity of ruling 

star of the day is Aditi, where the 

ruling star of day is Punarvasu 

(Nakshatra), the asterism is in the 

ascendant.

when five of the nine planets viz., Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and 

Venus are at their highest position, when Jupiter with Moon is 

ascendant in Cancer, and when day is advancing, then Queen 

Kausalya gave birth to a son with all the divine attributes like 

lotus-red eyes, lengthy arms, roseate lips, voice like drumbeat, 

and who took birth to delight the Ikshwaku dynasty, who is 

adored by all the worlds, and who is the greatly blessed epitome 

of Vishnu, namely Rama.” 

- Book I: Bala Kanda, Ramayana by Valmiki, Chapter (Sarga) 18, 

Verse 8, 9, 10 and 11 

Chant :Moola Mantra Om Shri Ramaya Namah

Shri Rama Rama Rameti, Rame Rame Manorame; 

Sahasrenama tattulyam, Rama Nama Varanane 

Meaning: 1: By meditating on "Rama Rama Rama" (the 

Name of Rama), my Mind gets absorbed in the Divine 

Consciousness of Rama, which is Transcendental, 2: 

The Name of Rama is as Great as the Thousand 

Names of God (Vishnu Sahasranama- ..



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN 

PUNARVASU /PUNARPOOSAM NAKSHATRAM

Punarvasu means 

Good Again" or 

"Wealthy Again"
Symbol:Bow and 

Quiver of Arrows

Indication: 

Renewal

Star Energy

Vasutva prapana 

Shakti (ability to 

gain wealth or 

substance)

Controlling 

Planet: 

Jupiter/Guru

Ruling 

Deity of 

Guru  is 

Shiva

Mode:PassiveGender: Female Guna :Sattwa



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN PUNARVASU 

/PUNARPOOSAM NAKSHATRAM

Bird: swan

 Animal : 

Female cat
Tree:Bamboo Color : 

WHITE/ 

SLIGHT 

YELLOW,

Ganam /Nature: 

Deva
Dosha : vatha Element : 

water

Beeja sounds: 

Kay, Ko, Ha,Hee

Disposition: 

Movable ( chara)

Related 

Planets

Mercury, as 

the ruler of 

Gemini; Moon, 

as the ruler of 

Cancer.



CHARACTERISTICS  OF PEOPLE BORN IN 

PUNARVASU/PUNARPOOSAM NAKSHATRAM

"Punar" means repeat and "vasu" means ray 

of light, thus Punarvasu translates as 

"becoming light again."

Punarvasu brings harmony after the chaos of 

the storm. It brings about the return of 

energy and vitality, like the return of the 

monsoon rains after the dry season

There is a sense of renewing creative 

pursuits and beginning with a fresh new 

idea. .

The symbol for Punarvasu nakshatra is a 

quiver of arrows, which is associated with 

the ability to strive toward a desire or 

ambition.

They are bestowed with 

abundance 

and havea sensitive and nurturing 

quality 

They are optimistic and have an 

interest in higher learning. 

Punarvasu is a star of 

accommodation and people born 

under this nakshatra 

are often home bodies 

with a strong sense of safety.



Vishnu Sahasranama Stotram slokas for for  

Punarvasu/Punarpoosam NAKSHATRAM

Punarpoosam I padam

Aavarthano Nivruthathma Samvradhas Sampra 

Mardhanaha

Ahas Samvarthako Vahni-Ranilo Dharani Dharaha

 

Punarpoosam II padam

Suprasada Prasanãthma Vishwasruk Vishvabhuk 

Vibhuhu

Sathkartha Sathkrudhas Sadhur Janhoor Naryano 

Naraha

                      Punarpoosam III padam

Asangeyo Prameyathma Vishista Shista Kruch-

Chuchihi

Siddhartha Siddha Sankalpa Siddhida-Siddhi 

Sadhanaha

 Punarpoosam IV padam

Vrushahee Vrushabho Vishnur Vrushaparva Vrusho 

Dharaha

Varthano Varthamãnaksha Vivikta Shruth 

Sagaraha



Benefits of Performing Pooja PUNARVASU/PUNARPOOSAM 

Nakshatra Devatas

1. The sacred temple that 

resonates with the 

nakshatra is 

Vaaniyambadi Sri 

AdhidheeswararTemple 

located in a village called 

North Arcot in Tamil  

Nadu, India.

2. Those born under 

punarvasu star should 

visit this temple as 

frequently as possible.

3.Those born under Punarvasu nakshatra should feed a hungry 

person and offer prayers to Sri Annpoornai Devi every day. 

They can offer the food directly to the people or through 

charities. In addition, these people can offer food to 

unannounced guests or travelers. Feeding ancestors allows the 

next generation to prosper and is a good way to prevent family 

problems.

4.Punarvasu day is a time of growth and is also a powerful 

day for teachers to walk around the temple at Vaaniyampadi, 

from left to right. They can also perform an abhishekham for 

Lord Sri Adhidheeswarar and Goddess Sri Saraswati. children 

in education.

PUNARVASU natives, your incense is 

made with BAMBOO as prescribed by the 

Vedas.

Burning one of these pillars is like 

performing a mini fire ritual for that 

particular star formation. For your 

specific Birthstar, you will be able to 

connect inwardly to your planet of 

energetic origin and gain support with the 

positive aspects that are you.
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SRI BALA THUNAI
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